
[GoSecure Security Compromise Assessments identify
ongoing and historical attacks potentially
compromising IT infrastructure]
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THE MANAGED
EXTENDED DETECTION &
RESPONSE ADVANTAGE

According to a recently released
report by IDC, security teams
continue to struggle to detect
and respond to the most
sophisticated and complex
threats daily—and they must do
so in a rapid and effective way to
stop the threats before they
become catastrophic.* 

GoSecure Titan® Managed
Extended Detection & Response
(MXDR) provides options for
visibility and capabilities to
respond to threats to keep up
with today’s evolving threat
landscape. 

When MXDR is combined with
the experienced team of analysts
at GoSecure, organizations
benefit from the ability to detect
and mitigate threats faster across
their networks, endpoints, web
and email—limiting potential
damage. 

Learn how the GoSecure Titan®
MXDR advantage can help find
the hidden threats for
organizations as part of a
GoSecure Security Compromise
Assessment (SCA). 

* IDC Technology Spotlight September 2021
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FIND THE HIDDEN THREATS 
Threats can stay hidden for years, waiting to compromise the IT infrastructure
of an organization. Even the best antivirus and firewall protection can’t
provide complete coverage for an organization. Ransomware, malware and
other threats can be concealed, looking for an opportunity to: 

Steal important information 
Encrypt critical files 
Spread malicious code 
Disable crucial systems

The GoSecure Security Compromise Assessment (SCA) combines 60-days
of best-in-class monitoring from GoSecure Titan® Managed Extended
Detection & Response with human threat hunting from the GoSecure
Security Operations Center (SOC) team to deliver a comprehensive
evaluation of the historical, current and potential threats across
environments. An SCA can also help organizations identify steps to fortify
defenses for the future. 

GoSecure will design the SCA engagement based on client needs and the
environment. The SCA will typically include:

Through the GoSecure partnership approach, the Security Operations Center
(SOC) becomes an extension of the client team during an engagement. As
soon as a threat is detected, GoSecure provides recommendations to
respond. 

Organizations that have experienced a breach or who want to know if they
are at risk will receive the comprehensive analysis needed to understand if
there are ongoing threats or historical indicators of compromise through an
SCA.
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